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Collaboration can 
be frustrating

• Multiple versions of 
the same document 

• Long email chains 

• Formatting & 
typesetting 

• Maintaining references

• Long revision cycles 







7,000,000 documents

600,000 authors

180 countries

in 4 years



“Overleaf has been a huge success at Stanford. 

We provide Overleaf Pro accounts to all students, faculty and 
staff and the uptake and feedback has been tremendous!”

Helen Josephine

Head of the Terman
Engineering Library, Stanford

Stanford University Case Study: 

— 450% increase in usage in the first year the institutional solution was adopted

— Now used by over 4,000 students, researchers, staff and faculty

Overall at Stanford University



Start writing with one click



Or start with one of over 2500 templates



Or find custom templates from publisher/journal websites



Edit on the left, see the typeset version on the right 



Edit underlying LaTeX source, if you like



In-line comments & tracked changes for review



Authors can submit directly from Overleaf to journals





Files and metadata are passed in the background – no rekeying



“Prior to the integration with Overleaf, F1000Research 
could not easily accept LaTeX submissions. 

Now, approximately 10-15% of all submissions come 
in via the Overleaf template and submission link.

Case study: www.overleaf.com/blog/344

http://www.overleaf.com/blog/344




Today’s challenge – if you’re from a University

• Who can earn the most ‘ducks’ in the 
Overleaf Campus Challenge 2017? 

• How to start? Sign up at 
www.overleaf.com/challenge2017

• See how many ducks you can earn 
through completing various actions on 
the site.

• Winning table will receive prizes!

http://www.overleaf.com/challenge2017


Today’s challenge – if you’re not from a University

• Sign up for a free Overleaf account: 
www.overleaf.com/signup

• Watch the tutorial video at
www.overleaf.com/tutorial to find out 
about the editor.

• Take a look through the Overleaf
template gallery to find a template you 
like: www.overleaf.com/gallery

• Open it up and start working! If you have 
any questions I’ll be around to help 

http://www.overleaf.com/signup
http://www.overleaf.com/tutorial
http://www.overleaf.com/gallery


Thanks for listening!

Contact: john@overleaf.com

Overleaf for institutions: www.overleaf.com/institutions

Overleaf for publishers: www.overleaf.com/publishers

www.overleaf.com
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